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Abstract: Spare parts are held to reduce the consequences of equipment downtime, playing an important
role in achieving the desired equipment availability at a minimum economic cost. In this paper, a
framework for OR in spare parts management is presented, based on the product lifecycle process and
including the objectives, main tasks, and OR disciplines for supporting spare parts management. Based
on the framework, a systematic literature review of OR in spare parts management is undertaken, and
then a comprehensive investigation of each OR discipline’s contribution is given. The gap between
theory and practice of spare parts management is investigated from the perspective of software
integration, maintenance management information systems and adoption of new OR methods in
software. Finally, as the result of this review, an extended version of the framework is proposed and a
set of future research directions is discussed.
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Introduction
Spare parts are common inventory stock items, which are needed to maintain equipment. It has been

observed that the cost of spare parts takes a large share of product lifecycle cost. Machinery, which
might have a useful life of up to 30 years, annually consumes spare parts amounting to as much as 2.5
percent of the purchase price (Gallagher et al. (2005)). The non-availability of spare parts, as and when
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required for repairs, will result in great financial loss, especially for those industries with sophisticated
technologies, aiming for mass and continuous production. Therefore, spare parts management plays an
important role in achieving the desired equipment availability at a minimum cost.
The management of spare parts is often considered to be a special case of general inventory
management with some peculiar characteristics, which makes it especially difficult. There are four such
characteristics of spare parts, which are of particular importance. Firstly, intermittent demand patterns
are common among spare parts. They are characterized by sequences of zero demand observations
interspersed by occasional non-zero demands (e.g. Boylan & Syntetos (2010)). So, spare parts demand
is very difficult to forecast. Secondly, the number and variety of spare parts are usually very large. It is
common to observe companies of even moderate sizes carrying thousands of different items in inventory
(e.g. Guvenir & Erel (1998)). In this situation, it is difficult to identify an appropriate stock control
strategy for each spare part, thereby posing a significant challenge for inventory management. Thirdly,
in order to reduce the risk of spare parts’ obsolescence, it is particularly important to minimize stocks,
with only a small quantity per Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) kept in store. In this case, if the stock strategy
is improperly determined, it may result in heavy penalties of excess stock costs (associated with the
SKUs) or costs of equipment downtime. Fourthly, the consumption of spare parts is closely related to
maintenance. A spare part is needed when the corresponding part of the equipment fails, is damaged or
wears out. This dependence on equipment usage is made more challenging by the number and criticality
of spare parts within certain equipment, and subsequently the criticality of the equipment with respect
to the whole production system (Labib & Exton (2001), Exton & Labib (2002)). So, the usage patterns
of equipment and their maintenance strategies are important foundations in designing spare parts supply
systems.
These unusual aspects of spare parts have led many researchers to throw themselves into this
challenging research field. Many Operational Research (OR) models have been proposed, and a variety
of software solutions have been developed in the past few decades. However, there is a lack of a
comprehensive critical review of OR models in this area. Some previous works have reviewed academic
research on spare parts management. Silver (1981) undertook a broad review of OR in inventory
management. Other review papers covered selected topics in inventory management. Kennedy et al.
(2002) reviewed research papers on management issues, age-based replacement, multi-echelon
problems, problems involving obsolescence, repairable spare parts, and special applications. Boylan and
Syntetos (2009) focused their review on forecasting for spare parts management, while Syntetos et al.
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(2009a) reviewed the literature on forecasting for inventory planning. Paterson et al. (2011) reviewed
research on inventory models with lateral transshipments. Bacchetti et al. (2012) carried out a literature
review of spare parts classification and demand forecasting, and investigated the gap between research
and practice in spare parts management. Bakker et al. (2012) undertook a review of recent research on
inventory systems with deterioration. Basten & Van Houtum (2014) reviewed contributions relating to
system-oriented inventory models for spare parts. Syntetos et al. (2016) provided a comprehensive
review of the literature in supply chain forecasting. Many of these contributions reviewed research on
general stock keeping units (SKUs) instead of focusing on spare parts. By contrast, this paper provides
a contribution to spare parts management which is different from the above literature reviews in that: i)
it is a more general review of OR in spare parts management, drawing on a wide variety of OR
approaches; ii) a new framework is proposed for OR in spare parts management; and iii) a critique is
presented of applications of OR theory through software packages.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a framework for spare parts
management, highlighting the main issues and the contributions of OR disciplines in supporting spare
parts management; Sections 3-6 contain an analysis of the literature on four critical aspects of OR in
spare parts management, namely: i) spare parts classification, ii) demand forecasting, iii) inventory
optimization, and iv) supply chain system simulation; in Section 7, an overview on applications of the
theory is presented through an evaluation of software for spare parts management; Section 8 gives some
concluding remarks and future research directions.
2

Framework for OR in Spare Parts Management
In this section, we present a new framework for OR in spare parts management to help to structure

our review of a complex area. One may ask why a new framework is needed at all, as there have been
two frameworks for spare parts management proposed in the last ten years (Cavalieri et al. (2008),
Driessen et al. (2015)). Cavalieri et al. (2008) focused mainly on inventory control and Driessen et al.
(2015) focused on processes and decisions that need to be made at tactical and operational levels. Our
framework, in comparison, has a broader focus and covers strategic as well as tactical and operational
levels. It covers the major objectives of spare parts management, the OR disciplines to support the
achievement of these objectives, and the phases of the product life cycle in which these disciplines may
be applied. The emphasis on the product life cycle recognizes that the priorities for spare parts
management change through the cycle, and the tasks to be supported by OR models change accordingly.
The concept of the product life cycle is well established (e.g. Rink and Swan (1979); Klepper (1996)),
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and it is important for the purpose of this review to include the whole cycle. Most research papers are
restricted to the normal operation phase, but there is also a body of OR literature which addresses the
earlier and later phases. Distinguishing three phases of the life cycle is not new. However, its
combination with the dimension of OR disciplines, overlaid by objectives, is a new development.
This is a descriptive framework, in which well-established research themes are housed. In this review,
the aim is not only to summarize those areas which have been well researched, but also to highlight
areas that have been less thoroughly investigated. These new and potentially valuable research themes
and directions are included in the extended framework in Section 8. Those themes with relatively few
papers are included in the extended framework, in order to encourage more work in these areas.
The new framework is shown in Figure.1. It is to be read top-down, and includes three layers: i)
objectives of spare parts management, ii) main tasks through the phases of the equipment lifecycle
process, and iii) OR disciplines for supporting spare parts management. The cells in the middle show
detailed tasks that need to be done and the arrows indicate the phases in which they are performed. The
cells may be regarded as sub-tasks of the main tasks, shown in Layer 2. They may also be seen as
applications of the OR disciplines shown on the left-hand-side of the framework or, indeed, as sub-tasks
of the main requirements of classification, forecasting and optimization. If viewed as sub-tasks, however,
it should be acknowledged that simulation is often used in conjunction with other analytical OR
disciplines. For example, the task of optimization may require the use of both classical optimization
techniques and simulation methods.
D refers to design and P to provisioning. In this paper, we use two different terms for design: system
design and equipment design. System design refers to the design issues in a spare parts management
system. This definition of design is included in the descriptive framework. Such design activities can be
carried out using various OR techniques. For example, multi-criteria classification is used to categorize
demand while simulation is a useful tool to experiment with alternative systems before deciding on the
best. In the extended framework, the idea of equipment design is also incorporated to highlight the need
to have a spare parts strategy when designing capital equipment. Provisioning is the implementation of
the designed spare parts management system.
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Figure.1 Descriptive Framework for OR in spare parts management

2.1 Layer I: Objectives of spare parts management
The key questions in spare parts management are to decide which items are to be stocked as spare
parts, when to (re)order them and how many items to (re)order. In this decision-making process, we
should be clear about the objectives. Most of the literature is dominated by two objectives, namely
maximizing spares’ availability, and minimizing the economic costs. Here, the economic costs are
generally taken as the sum of the inventory holding costs, stock-out penalty costs and ordering costs
(although, for expensive parts, the ordering costs may be insignificant).
2.2 Layer II: Main tasks of spare parts management through equipment lifecycle process
Equipment life cycle cost is closely connected to investment and management of spare parts
inventories. In general, the equipment lifecycle process can be divided into three main phases, namely
initial procurement phase, normal operation phase, and end-of-life phase. The main tasks of spare parts
management for each phase of the product lifecycle process are summarized below.
Initial procurement phase: When a complicated piece of equipment is bought, spare parts are often
bought simultaneously to satisfy the needs of equipment maintenance. Then a decision must be made
on the spare parts initial provisioning, and an inventory and forecasting system must be designed in
advance.
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Normal operation phase: When equipment is used by the user, preventive maintenance may be
carried out to prevent failure, while corrective maintenance is carried out as failures occur (See Cheng
& Tsao (2010) for analytical approaches to deciding on the best maintenance strategy). In order to satisfy
the needs of maintenance, a certain number and kinds of spare parts are supplied. Successful equipment
management depends on the proper execution of spare parts control. Therefore, the inventory system
and forecasting parameters should be optimized (or at least improved) to provide sustainable supply
support according to the operational requirements of the equipment.
End-of-life phase: In Phase 3, a fundamental issue of supply chain design is whether products, or their
components, should be reused, leading to refurbishment or remanufacturing, If not, then it may
sometimes be necessary to set a final order on spare parts according to the demand patterns at the end
of the product life cycle (known as an ‘all-time buy’ or ‘last-time buy’). This prompts a number of design
issues to be resolved, including the methodologies for classifying and forecasting the demand, taking
into account that no more orders may be made, and simulating the consequences of alternative strategies
for these parts in the end-of-life phase.
2.3 Layer III: OR disciplines for supporting spare parts management
A broad range of techniques is needed for facilitating spare parts management. With respect to OR,
there are four main kinds of technical approaches, namely multi-criteria classification, forecasting,
optimization, and simulation. In the framework shown in Figure.1, each of these four approaches is
further mapped against each phase of the equipment lifecycle process.
Simulation: Simulation is defined as experimentation with a simplified imitation of an operations
system as it progresses through time, for the purpose of better understanding and/or improving that
system (Robinson (2004)). According to the different purposes of simulating a spare parts supply system,
we divide it into two groups: i) assessing alternative designs when a spare parts supply system is
designed or improved; ii) simulation of system parameters when making decisions on spare parts
provisioning. In carrying out these design and provisioning tasks, simulation can be applied alongside
the following three OR disciplines. There will be areas of overlapping, particularly with optimization,
in performing the provisioning tasks. This will be discussed further in Section 6.
Multicriteria classification: Spare parts classification is an essential part of spare parts management.
Different requirements for classification have led to different types of spare parts classifications. We
divide inventory classification into two groups, namely classification for inventory control and
classification for forecasting. The first classification is used to select an appropriate stocking policy for
6

different groups of spare parts when designing a spare parts supply system, and then to undertake
inventory control by classifying spare parts into groups. The second classification is used to select
appropriate forecasting method for different groups of parts, for the normal operation and end-of-life
phases, and then to undertake forecasting by using the classification accordingly. We use the term “multicriteria classification” as this is the most general approach. We also consider the special case in which a
single criterion is constructed from multiple criteria.
Forecasting: Forecasting demand is an important operational issue, and has always been a major
challenge of spare parts management. There are design issues in each phase, specifying the range of
methods available for initial, normal and final phases. This recognizes that the application of each
forecasting method is limited because the available data and the factors influencing spare parts demand
are different in different phases of the lifecycle. For example, there is little historical spare parts
consumption data to use in the initial procurement phase, while more data can be accumulated with the
passage of time in the normal operation phase. Obsolescence will occur in the end-of-life phase, during
which remanufacturing of used or obsolescent products can be an alternative source of gaining spare
parts. Therefore, the right range of methods must be specified for each phase (a design issue) and the
right methods must be selected and implemented to inform provisioning.
Optimization: In order to achieve high availability of spare parts with minimum investment, we may
use inventory optimization techniques to balance capital investment and service-level constraints or
objectives over a large assortment of spare parts. Here, inventory optimization differs over the three
phases of the lifecycle, namely: i) optimizing system parameters, which takes place when new
equipment is introduced, ii) optimizing replenishment quantities, which occurs during the normal
operation phase, and iii) optimizing end-of-life orders and reuse supply chain design, which are used to
satisfy the need for equipment maintenance during the final phase of the life cycle process.
In the next four sections, we provide a summary of the main contributions for each of the OR
disciplines supporting spare parts management, as outlined in this section. Therefore, the reviewed
research is divided into several groups and sub-groups according to the framework shown in Figure.1.
This is not only to facilitate reading, but also to highlight gaps for both researchers and practitioners.
3

Multicriteria classification
It is common practice to group spare parts for effective inventory management according to some

classification method. In the past few decades, various approaches have been proposed to address the
multiple criteria inventory classification (MCIC) problem. Considering its different application purposes
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we divide MCIC methods into two groups as shown in Figure.1: i) classification for inventory control,
and ii) classification for forecasting.
3.1 Classification for inventory control
Classification of spare parts permits the identification of the most important spare parts. Then
managers can use different inventory strategies for different classes of spare parts, and prioritize the
most important items in spare parts management.
Multiple criteria ABC classification: Historically, organizations have classified spare parts into A, B,
and C groups, called ABC classification, based on one single criterion, namely annual cost usage of the
spare part, which is calculated as spare part cost multiplied by demand volume. However, there are many
other criteria not considered in ABC classification, and a single criterion cannot capture the many
dimensions of spare parts management. An early contribution was a multiple criteria ABC classification
scheme proposed by Flores & Whybark (1986, 1987). We have found 34 research papers published on
this topic since then, and many classification approaches have been applied to MCIC, as shown in
Appendix A. Among them, fourteen (Guvenir & Erel (1998), Flores & Whybark (1986, 1987), Partovi
& Burton (1993), Partovi & Anandarajan (2002), Bhattacharya et al. (2007), Cakir & Canbolat (2008),
Chu et al. (2008), ÇEbi et al. (2010), Rezaei & Dowlatshahi (2010), Hadi-Vencheh & Mohamadghasemi
(2011), Lolli et al. (2014), Park et al. (2014), Hu et al. (2017)) have carried out case studies with realworld applications. Furthermore, Appendix A shows that almost all approaches (with the exception of
the Analytic Hierarchy Process or AHP, and Dominance-based Rough Set Approach (DRSA)) have been
proposed in one paper only, with no follow up papers developing the ideas further or testing the
approaches empirically. Therefore, almost all of the proposed classification approaches require further
empirical evaluation.
In Appendix A, most of the research papers applied classification approaches to common inventory
classification, therefore we will not provide further details on them but interested readers can refer to
them directly. We focus on the eight contributions (Guvenir & Erel (1998), Flores & Whybark (1986,
1987), Partovi & Burton (1993), Partovi & Anandarajan (2002), Chu et al. (2008), Rezaei &
Dowlatshahi (2010), Hu et al. (2017)) that have carried out case studies applied to spare parts
classification. Based on them, we divide the ABC classification criteria, which were employed in them,
into three groups as shown in Appendix B. It can be observed that there are various classification criteria
which have been employed differently from equipment to equipment and in different application areas.
The most commonly employed criteria are lead time and criticality, followed by annual cost usage and
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unit price. Thus, case-study evidence indicates that lead-time and criticality reflect important dimensions
of supply and demand in practice.
Categorizing spare parts into A, B, and C groups facilitates spare parts inventory management,
especially for companies which have tens of thousands of spare parts. Nevertheless, most research on
ABC classification has concentrated on developing classification methods, and only three contributions
(Mohammaditabar et al. (2012), Zhang et al. (2001), Teunter et al. (2010)) addressed linking ABC
classification to the selection of a stocking strategy. Mohammaditabar et al. (2012) proposed an
integrated model that concurrently classifies inventory items and selects appropriate policies for each
product group with the objective of effective inventory performance. The proposed model was compared
with annual dollar usage (ADU), AHP weighted score, the method proposed by Zhang et al. (2001) and
optimal inventory score, and exceeded all of them in minimizing both dissimilarity and total inventory
value. Two other papers classified spare parts into ABC groups incorporating selection of stocking
strategies. Zhang et al. (2001) developed a new ABC classification criterion, which is a ratio taking into
account expected demand per year, lead time, and unit cost. Based on the new criterion, the
determination of reorder points and reorder quantities was investigated. A numerical study showed that
the proposed ABC scheme did not introduce large errors. Teunter et al. (2010) proposed a further new
cost criterion for ABC classification. The criterion takes four system parameters into account, namely
demand rate, holding cost (purchase price), shortage cost (criticality), and average order quantity. Based
on classification results using the new criterion, the cycle service level for each class can then be fixed,
where the A group should have the highest service level, followed by B and then by C. A numerical
experiment using three real life datasets showed that the proposed criterion outperformed the criterion
proposed by Zhang et al. (2001).
Classification and choice of inventory system: Since classification and stocking strategy selection
should be linked together to provide an effective inventory control policy, some papers have challenged
the traditional ABC classification scheme and have explored new classifications for better managing
spare parts. All of the reviewed papers below are related to integration of new spare parts classification
and selection of the best stocking strategy. We divide this review into two parts: i) fixed number of
classification groups and ii) optimal number of classification groups.
i) Fixed number of classification groups. In addition to the ABC classification, some papers present
other classification groups. Botter & Fortuin (2000) employed a VED (vital, essential, and
desirable) classification approach to make decisions on which items should be stocked based on
9

two criteria, functionality and demand rate. Then the stocking strategies about where and how
many to be stocked were further explored based on the classification. Huiskonen (2001)
discussed distinct operating policies for different types of spare parts, as well as showing the
links between the part characteristics and logistics system elements. Labib & Exton (2001) and
Exton & Labib (2002) proposed a Decision Making Grid (DMG) technique for selecting an
appropriate stocking strategy based on the two criteria of frequency of withdrawing spares from
stores and an item’s criticality to production. Braglia et al. (2004) developed a decision diagram
to classify spare parts based on a new classification with respect to multiple attributes, including
spare parts plant criticality, spare supply characteristics, inventory problems, and usage rates.
Molenaers et al. (2012) proposed a spare part classification method based on item criticality,
which is calculated by taking into account equipment criticality, probability of item failure,
replenishment time, number of potential suppliers, availability of technical specifications, and
maintenance type, by means of the AHP method. Then, stock strategies are determined based on
the new classification scheme. Bacchetti et al. (2013) proposed a hierarchical multi-criteria
classification method to divide spare parts into 12 different classes and identify inventory
management policies for the 12 classes.
ii) Optimal number of classification groups. Different from the above classification schemes with a
fixed number of classes, some papers proposed methods to optimize the number of classification
groups based on multiple objectives. Chakravarty (1981) considered a more general problem
setting and showed that the optimal grouping can be obtained by ordering the items according to
the product of demand rate and holding cost rate. Tsai & Yeh (2008) presented a particle swarm
optimization approach to determine the optimal number of inventory classes where inventory
items are classified based on a specific objective or multiple objectives. By virtue of the
flexibility in terms of item group numbers and objectives, it facilitates determining the optimal
stocking strategies. Millstein et al. (2014) proposed a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP)
model to optimize ABC inventory grouping decisions. The proposed model can optimize the
number of inventory groups, their corresponding service levels and assignment of SKUs to
groups, under a limited inventory spending budget.
3.2 Classification for forecasting
Different spare parts are associated with different underlying demand patterns, which in turn require
different forecasting methods (e.g. Heinecke et al. (2013)). So a classification with respect to
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extrapolative time-series based demand forecasting methods may be based on a classification based on
demand patterns. We have found 13 contributions (Williams (1984), Johnston & Boylan (1996),
Syntetos (2001), Ghobbar & Friend (2003), Eaves (2002), Eaves & Kingsman (2004), Syntetos et al.
(2005), Boylan et al. (2008), Kostenko & Hyndman (2006), Syntetos et al. (2012), Heinecke et al. (2013),
Syntetos et al. (2013), Van Wingerden et al. (2014)) about this kind of classification published to date.
The first study to address this issue was conducted by Williams (1984) who developed a classification
scheme for the effective management of SKUs in a public utility in the United Kingdom (UK). The
proposed classification scheme classifies demand for SKUs into ‘smooth’, ‘slow-moving’, and ‘sporadic’
categories based on an idea called variance partition, the purpose of which was the identification of the
most appropriate forecasting and inventory control methods for the resulting categories. Johnston and
Boylan (1996) reconceptualized the term ‘intermittence’ by evaluating the conditions under which a
forecasting method designed for intermittent demand (Croston’s method) outperformed a method
designed for non-intermittent demand (Single Exponential Smoothing, SES). The authors recommended
a rule that if the mean inter-demand interval is greater than 1.25 forecast review periods, then Croston’s
method should be used rather than SES. Syntetos (2001) modified Williams’ model (1984) to classify
demand patterns into four categories (intermittent, slow moving, erratic and lumpy demand) using the
average demand interval (ADI) and square coefficient of variation of demand sizes (CV 2). Ghobbar &
Friend (2003) classified spare parts according to the Syntetos (2001) method in their case study, and it
was shown that the impact of demand variability, using CV 2 and ADI, on forecast errors is significant.
Eaves (2002) and Eaves & Kingsman (2004) also modified Williams’ model (1984) to analyze inventory
data from the Royal Air Force (RAF), reclassifying spare parts in five categories, namely smooth,
irregular, slow moving, slightly intermittent and highly intermittent. Compared with Eaves (2002) and
Eaves & Kingsman (2004), Syntetos (2001) provided a classification method with broad applicability
instead of applying it in a specific case study. Afterwards, Syntetos, Boylan & Croston (2005) (hereafter
SBC) presented this method in order to establish the cut-off values for the two classification criteria (p
= 1.25 and CV 2 = 0.49), which were assessed in tests with 3,000 real-intermittent demand data series
from the automotive industry. Boylan et al. (2008) carried out an empirical investigation to assess the
SBC scheme through a case study of a UK-based software manufacturer, and demonstrated the
insensitivity of the p cut-off value, for classification purposes, in the approximate range of 1.18-1.86
periods. Less tangible conclusions were derived for the CV 2 criterion, although this was finally adopted
as a classification parameter by the company in the case-study. In order to improve overall forecasting
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accuracy, Kostenko & Hyndman (2006) (hereafter KH) developed an extension of the SBC scheme.
Heinecke et al. (2013) assessed the empirical performance of the fixed cut-off values rule suggested by
SBC and the linear function proposed by KH. The KH function provided slight accuracy gains over SBC
(see Table 6 of Heinecke et al, 2013); the effect on stock control performance was not assessed in the
study. Syntetos et al. (2012, 2013) explored the potential linkages between the SBC scheme and demand
distributional assumptions on a demand per period basis. They conducted a detailed empirical
investigation for a specific company on the goodness-of-fit of various distributions and their stock
control implications in terms of inventories held and service levels achieved. The linkage between
demand distributions and demand categories is often implicit in software applications (eg normal
distribution for A and B items, Poisson distribution for C items) but has only recently been studied
systematically by academic researchers. Van Wingerden et al. (2014) agreed with Boylan et al. (2008)
that p and CV 2 were the most important characteristics to classify demand. They also used average lead
time, average demand size and price in their empirical analysis. Van Wingerden et al. (2014) concluded
that for parts with a high p and low CV 2 it was best to use the empirical plus method, which the authors
proposed and was based on Porras and Dekker (2008), whilst for other classes of parts SBA was the best.
3.3 Remarks
In this section, we presented a review on multiple criteria inventory classification, including the
special case of a single criterion constructed from multiple criteria. Although most research papers tend
to focus on the ABC classification, there are others which investigate the integration of spare parts
classification to the selection of a stocking strategy, as well as classification for forecasting. Based on
the above analysis, we can summarize as follows:
Firstly, we should attach more importance to the development of demand categorization in the
academic research of spare parts management. Demand categorization rules dictate the forecasting and
stock control methods to be used for different SKUs. Consequently, these rules have significant
implications in terms of stock and customer satisfaction. Nevertheless, demand categorization has
attracted limited academic interest. More theoretical and empirical research is much needed in this area.
Secondly, we remark that there is an obvious limitation of ABC classification in that it always groups
spare parts into just three classes no matter how varied the spare parts may be. We identified only three
papers arguing that an optimized number of classification groups is beneficial when a stocking strategy
is selected through spare parts classification. More work would appear to be merited in this area, to
develop these optimized approaches further and evaluate their benefits over a fixed number of demand
12

categories.
Finally, most of the existing MCIC methods need to be further developed and validated through
empirical studies. Although many MCIC methods have been proposed, most have not been subject to
further academic debate or evaluation. Some researchers carried out an analysis using only example data
extracted from other contributions or through a simulation study. Seldom have classification schemes
been evaluated using real-world applications. It should be acknowledged that such evaluations are not
necessarily straightforward for the following four reasons. i) The purpose of the classification must be
clarified, whether it is to inform the stock/no stock decision, the ordering rule to employ, or the
forecasting method to use. ii) Clarity is needed in research papers on the performance measures that are
intended to be improved by the use of the classification scheme, which may include accuracy and
inventory measures. In classification for forecasting, appropriate choices of accuracy measures should
be made. To facilitate comparison of results across different data sets, scale independent measures (see,
for example, Fildes (1992)) should be chosen. Examples include relative error measures, which are
formulated as a ratio of forecast accuracy using Classification Method A and Classification Method B.
iii) Appropriate benchmark classifications should be compared with any new approach, including a
benchmark of no classification to ensure that classification is genuinely needed. iv) The classification
rules, and the subsequent inventory or forecasting methods to be used for each method, should be
specified in sufficient detail to allow reproduction of results and replication of findings. (See Boylan et
al. (2015) for a discussion of reproducibility in the context of forecasting methods). It is important that
these four issues are addressed. If they are not, then it is very difficult to assess the value of a
classification approach. On the other hand, if the goals, measures, and comparator approaches are clear,
and research studies are reproducible, then a body of evidence can be developed on the relative
performance of classification schemes.
4

Forecasting
Forecasting spare parts demand is a basic requirement of spare parts management. Because of the

demand characteristics of spare parts, it is very difficult to accurately forecast demand in this area. Boone
et al. (2008) carried out a Delphi study on the critical challenges of inventory management in service
parts by interviewing 18 senior service part managers from different industries, and identified that the
inaccuracy of service parts forecasts ranks number two in the top ten challenges. So it has been a hot
topic in the industrial field as well as in academic research.
There are many forecasting techniques and this section restricts attention to those forecasting methods
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which have been suggested for spare parts. From a product lifecycle perspective, there are three kinds
of forecasting tasks shown in Figure.1, namely forecasting initial demand, ongoing demand and demand
over the final phase. In order to facilitate the literature review, we may categorize forecasting approaches
into three groups according to the type of forecasting technique: time-series, reliability and judgmentally
based forecasting. Time-series based forecasting can be applied to forecast ongoing demand and demand
over the final phase, but can rarely be used to forecast initial demand because there is little historical
spare parts consumption data when new equipment is introduced. Reliability based forecasting can be
used throughout the whole lifecycle process as long as the reliability and maintenance characteristics
are known or may be estimated. Judgmentally based forecasting is used to forecast spare parts demand
according to managers’ experience, and can also be used throughout the whole lifecycle process. It is
often used when there is neither time-series data nor reliability and maintenance characteristics available,
especially in the initial phase of the lifecycle. It is also used to adjust the forecasting results when
qualitative information is available that is not being taken into account by a quantitative model.
The following literature review of forecasting spare parts demand is organized following the
categorization of time-series, reliability, and judgmentally based forecasting approaches.
4.1 Time-series based forecasting
A time series is defined as a time-ordered sequence of observations taken at regular intervals (e.g.,
hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, annually). Time-series forecasting is based on the assumption
that future values of the series can be estimated from past values (e.g. Stevenson (2012)). If there is
ample historical data, time-series based forecasting is commonly used to forecast spare parts demand in
practice.
Forecasting methods: The traditional methods, commonly used in practice to forecast spare parts
demand, were designed for faster-moving items. They are mainly based on Exponential Smoothing and
include Holt’s Method for trended data, damped Holt’s for damped-trended data, and the Holt-Winters’
method for data that is trended and seasonal. Although such methods are relatively simple (compared to
approaches such as Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Averages, for example), there is empirical
evidence from forecasting competitions showing that they may achieve good accuracy in practice (M1
Competition, Makridakis et al. (1982); M3 Competition, Makridakis & Hibon (2000)). However, many
(if not most) spare parts are slow-moving items, often having periods with no demand at all. Such items
are known as ‘intermittent’ and were not included in the M1 or M3 Competitions. The standard
forecasting method for intermittent demand items is considered to be Croston’s (CR) method (Syntetos
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& Boylan (2005)). Syntetos and Boylan (2001) showed that Croston’s estimator is biased, and proposed
a modification, called the Syntetos-Boylan approximation (SBA) (Syntetos & Boylan (2005)) which
produces approximately unbiased forecasts. Teunter et al. (2011) proposed a method which updates
forecasts at the end of every period (unlike Croston and SBA which update only after a demand
occurrence).This is advantageous for supporting decisions on when to stop ordering items at risk of
obsolescence.
Aside from these methods, there are also many other methods that have been used in forecasting
intermittent spare parts demand, e.g. bootstrapping methods (see Willemain et al. (2004), and
Viswanathan & Zhou (2008)), support vector machines (see Hua & Zhang (2006)), neural networks (see
Gutierrez et al. (2008), Li & Kuo (2008), Chen et al. (2010), Kourentzes (2013), and Wu et al. (2014)),
and Bayesian approaches (see Yelland (2010)). Another notable paper by Romeijnders et al. (2012)
proposed a two-step method. Different from traditional methods, the proposed two-step method uses
time series data including spare parts consumption data and component repair data. A comparative study
in the aviation industry showed that it can perform considerably better than Croston’s method. The
two-step method uses information on planned maintenance and repair operations to reduce forecast
errors.
Comparison of forecasting methods: Many comparative studies, including empirical studies and
simulation experiments, have been conducted in order to validate the above methods. Ghobbar & Friend
(2003), assessed the improvement in accuracy, using Mean Absolute Percentage Errors (MAPEs), of the
following methods: weighted moving average (WMA), double exponential smoothing (DES) and CR
compared with simple exponential smoothing (SES), additive Winters (AW), multiplicative Winters
(MW), seasonal regression model (SRM), weighted calculation of demand rates (WCDR), weighted
regression demand forecasters (WRDF), exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA), trend
adjusted exponential smoothing (TAES), and adaptive-response-rate single exponential smoothing
(ARRSES). Another empirical study by Regattieri et al. (2005) showed that the best approaches,
according to the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), expressed as a ratio of average demand, are WMA, CR,
and EWMA compared with SES, DES, TAES, MW, SRM, ARRSES, and moving average (MA). Eaves
& Kingsman (2004), Syntetos & Boylan (2005, 2006), and Teunter & Sani (2009) demonstrated the
superiority of the SBA method compared to SES, CR, and MA. These papers used a variety of error
metrics including Mean Error (ME), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE),
and Relative Geometric Root Mean Square Error (RGRMSE). Two of the papers (Eaves & Kingsman
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(2004) and Syntetos & Boylan (2006)) went further and used inventory metrics to determine the effect
of improved accuracy on stock performance. Teunter & Duncan (2009) also carried out an empirical
study, using inventory measures, and CR, SBA and bootstrapping clearly outperform MA and SES.
Gutierrez et al. (2008) obtained very promising results for a neural network approach, showing
improvement in accuracy over SES, CR and SBA using the metrics of MAPE, RGRMSE and Percentage
Best (based on absolute errors). Kourentzes (2013) replicated the method of Gutierrez et al. (2008) and
evaluated a new neural network method. The accuracy results, based on ME and MAE, showed little
benefit in using neural networks over parametric methods, disagreeing with Gutierrez et al. (2008).
However, better service level performance was obtained using neural networks, with little difference in
stock-holding volumes. Compared with parametric methods, Zhou & Viswanathan (2011) showed that
a bootstrapping method performs better with randomly generated data sets, where there is a large amount
of (simulated) historical data to generate the distribution. But, with real industry data sets, parametric
methods seem to perform better than the bootstrapping method. Van Wingerden et al. (2014) performed
an empirical comparison of three different types of forecasting methods: i) traditional methods such as
simple moving averages (SMA) and SES, ii) Croston’s method and its various approximations, and iii)
bootstrapping methods. Based on data provided by three companies, Van Wingerden et al. (2014) found
that traditional methods performed worst for all three companies. Croston type of methods performed
similarly with SBA the best. Bootstrapping methods performed best for two companies, especially for
fill rates that were not too high, but badly for the third. Syntetos et al. (2015) analyzed two datasets,
showing that simple parametric methods perform well, and it is questionable whether bootstrapping is
worth the added complexity.
Performance Metrics There is a growing body of evidence on the performance of various methods
for forecasting intermittent demand, which is commonly observed for spare parts. A limitation of the
research conducted so far is the lack of commonality of performance metrics. Some studies have not
investigated inventory implications at all. This is unfortunate because it is possible for small
improvements in accuracy to translate to more significant improvements in inventory performance.
Turning to accuracy metrics, some of the measures used are inappropriate for intermittent demand. The
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) is undefined for zero observations and some authors have not
specified how it is calculated for intermittent series. (An exception is the paper by Gutierrez et al. (2008)
in which it is clarified that the MAPE is calculated as a ratio of the sum of absolute errors to the sum of
demands, following Gilliland (2002)). The drawbacks of using the Mean Absolute Error were pointed
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out by Teunter & Duncan (2009). These authors showed that the use of the Mean Absolute Error criterion
can lead to a Zero Forecast method (always forecast zero) being the best performing method, although
it is heavily biased. A similar limitation affects the Mean Absolute Scaled Error (MASE) proposed by
Hyndman (2006) as an accuracy measure for intermittent demand. To address these shortcomings,
measures of both bias (eg ME) and accuracy (eg MAE, MSE) are required in future studies, to
complement inventory measures of achieved service levels and stock-holding volumes.
4.2 Reliability based forecasting
The most appropriate time-series based forecasting approach depends on the availability of historical
data. In some cases, there is little time series data available to forecast the future demand. In such cases,
practitioners can use reliability and maintenance variables to forecast spare parts demand, as long as
these variables are known or may be estimated. These models may also prove beneficial when more
extensive historical demand data are available, depending on their predictive strength.
Ghobbar and Friend (2002) examined the causal factors behind intermittence and lumpiness of
demand for aircraft spare parts. They found evidence that the main factors were the aircraft utilization
rate, the component’s overhaul life, and the primary maintenance process. Ghobbar and Friend (2003)
went on present a predictive error forecasting model, which compares forecasting methods based on
their factor levels when demand is intermittent.
Ghodrati (2005) pointed out that the reliability characteristics of an existing machine or system are
influenced not only by the operating time, but also by factors such as the environmental parameters (e.g.
dust, humidity, temperature, moisture, etc.), which can degrade or improve the reliability. Therefore, a
method was developed to forecast and estimate accurately the spare parts requirements considering the
operating environment and to create rational part ordering strategies. Subsequent studies of the same
topic (see Ghodrati and Kumar (2005), Ghodrati (2006), and Ghodrati et al. (2013)) showed that there
is a significant difference in spare parts estimation when considering or ignoring the influence of the
operating environment. Similarly, Barabadi (2012) presented a proportional hazard model and its
extension in order to analyze the effect of the operational environment for spare parts provision. Later,
Barabadi et al. (2014) applied reliability regression models with covariates for the provision of spare
parts for drill bits. Tracht et al (2013) showed how condition monitoring data from a wind farm
management system can be used to inform demand forecasting of spare parts.
Wang (2011) presented spare parts provision and planned maintenance as two related logistics
activities, which must be considered together to achieve cost effective and efficient logistics support.
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He considered joint optimization of ordering quantity, ordering interval and inspection interval, using a
Delay-Time (DT) concept (where the DT is the time from the initial point of an identifiable defect to
failure). Considering block inspection and age inspection policies, Wang & Syntetos (2011) established
a model of forecasting spare parts demand based on the delay-time concept. This research offered useful
insights as to why the demand for spare parts is intermittent, as well as showing how to use models
developed in maintenance research to facilitate the forecasting of intermittent demand.
Hua et al (2007) developed a method which forecasts the occurrence of non-zero demand using
explanatory variables using a logistic regression approach. The explanatory variables may be categorical
(eg plant and overhaul equipment arrangements). Romeijnders et al (2012) take a different approach,
starting at the component level. For each type of component, the number of repairs and the average
demand per repair are estimated. Then, by combining the demand forecasts over all relevant components,
a spare part demand forecast is obtained. The new method shows considerable promise, having
outperformed time-series forecasting methods in a case study at Fokker Services.
4.3 Judgmentally based forecasting
There is some element of judgment in almost all forecasting processes. In some cases, a forecast may
be purely judgmental. For example, for new products, it may not be possible to generate a statistical
forecast because of the lack of historical data on sales. In other cases, a statistical forecast may be
produced, but is then amended by a demand planner in the light of the planner’s judgment about changes
in the internal or external environments.
There is little empirical evidence on the accuracy of judgmental adjustments to statistical forecasts,
and even less on the slow moving items typically observed in a maintenance context. Fildes et al. (2009)
analyzed the demand forecasts, at SKU level, from four companies, who had kept records of both their
statistical and adjusted forecasts. They found that positive judgmental adjustments, which increase a
statistical forecast, offer a lower improvement in accuracy than negative adjustments. For both positive
and negative adjustments, forecast improvement increases with the size of the adjustment (as a
proportion of the statistical forecast). A parallel study was conducted by Syntetos et al. (2009b) which
focused on intermittent demand items from one of the companies analyzed by Fildes et al. (2009).
Judgmental adjustments were found to be common, with 74% of forecasts being adjusted. The results
showed that: i) overall, there is an improvement in accuracy from judgmental adjustments; ii) negative
adjustments perform better than positive adjustments; iii) positive adjustments perform rather poorly,
irrespective of their magnitude; and iv) small positive adjustments (less than 20 units) improve the
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accuracy of zero forecasts. Syntetos et al. (2009b) also showed that the improved accuracy of the
judgmentally-adjusted forecasts was translated into better inventory service level performance. However,
these results are based on evidence from just one pharmaceutical company and more studies are needed
to give greater confidence in, or to challenge, the four conclusions given above.
4.4 Remarks
Time-series, reliability and judgmentally based forecasting are complementary approaches, whose
scope for application largely depends on the availability of demand data and data on causal variables.
Based on the previous discussion, we can summarize the main issues as follows:
Firstly, regarding time-series based forecasting, three approaches have been suggested: i) parametric,
ii) neural networks and iii) bootstrapping. The literature on parametric methods is the most extensive,
and contains evidence that bias-corrected methods may improve accuracy and inventory performance,
when compared to more traditional methods. However, some studies have used inappropriate error
metrics and there has been a lack of consistency in the use of such metrics, making it difficult to compare
the results in different papers. The literature on neural networks and bootstrapping is more sparse, with
inconclusive empirical evidence thus far. The whole area would seem to merit further research, using
more appropriate and consistent metrics, taking into account both accuracy and stock-control
performance. For intermittent demand, accuracy evaluation, particularly when based on absolute-error
metrics, should be combined with bias evaluation. This safeguards against misleading findings and any
reductions in over-forecasting will result in inventory savings.
Secondly, more and more contributions consider complex situations, including the influence of the
operating environment and different maintenance strategies when developing reliability based
forecasting models. However, we found only three papers (Ghobbar & Friend (2003), Wang & Syntetos
(2011), Romeijnders et al. (2012)) containing comparative studies between time-series based and
reliability based demand forecast approaches. Based on these comparative studies, it is inconclusive to
decide which approach is better. There may be conditions under which one approach is preferred to the
other; more research is certainly needed to understand what these conditions are. A further promising
research area might be to provide a mechanism to combine the strengths of both time-series and
reliability based forecasts. The simplest way of doing this is to calculate an average (or weighted average)
of the two forecasts; more complex models may involve both auto-regressive and regressive components.
Thirdly, there has been some recent interest in judgmental forecasting. However there is limited
empirical evidence on its accuracy when compared to time series methods and no evidence when
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compared with reliability based methods. The limited number of studies to date demonstrates the
potential accuracy gain by the use of judgment, but also point to some of the limitations of judgmental
methods. More evidence, particularly on the occasions when judgment may improve statistical forecasts,
would be very welcome. From a practical perspective, companies would be well advised to keep records
of both their statistical and judgmentally adjusted forecasts. This will enable them to assess the gains or
losses in forecast accuracy from the use of judgment, and to identify the circumstances when there is
most benefit from judgmental adjustment.
5

Optimization
One of the biggest challenges in inventory management is to achieve high system availability with

minimal inventory. That is why researchers have been seeking effective ways to achieve inventory
optimization for decades. There have been several literature reviews (Kennedy et al. (2002), Paterson et
al. (2011), Bakker et al. (2012), Guide & Srivastava (1997), Basten & Van Houtum (2014), Van
Horenbeek et al. (2013)) related to this issue, adopting a variety of perspectives. Kennedy et al. (2002)
review contributions on multi-echelon problems, and repairable spare parts. Paterson et al. (2011) review
contributions related to inventory models with lateral transshipments; Bakker et al. (2012) carry out a
literature review of papers since 2001 on inventory systems with deterioration; Guide & Srivastava
(1997) focus on repairable inventory theory; Basten & Van Houtum (2014) review contributions about
system-oriented inventory models for spare parts, including single location models, multi-echelon
models, lateral and emergency shipments, and other extensions such as condemnation, repair shop
capacity planning, and level of repair analysis; and Van Horenbeek et al. (2013) review contributions
related to joint maintenance and inventory optimization systems. In this paper, we conduct a review of
spare parts optimization from a different perspective, focusing on the product life cycle process for spare
parts. In doing so, we divide the relevant contributions into three groups, namely i) optimization of
system parameters, ii) optimization of replenishment quantities, and iii) end-of-life orders and reuse
supply chain design.
5.1 Optimization of system parameters
When new equipment is introduced, a spare parts replenishment system needs to be established to
effectively provide spares supply support. When the inventory system for each group of spare parts is
determined, optimization is required to further calculate the best system parameters. Normally one
would expect an initial phase of design as a pre-life phase that extends the product life cycle framework.
Accordingly, we provide the design phase in our extended framework for OR in spare parts management
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in Figure 2 in Section 8 of this paper. There is very limited research on this emerging research direction.
Öner et al. (2010) investigated the reliability of the critical components at a system level (measured as
function of MTBF) during the design phase of a capital good. They showed that the value of MTBF of
a component is dependent on whether the component is cheap or expensive, the number of systems to
be installed, the downtime penalty rate and the length of exploitation phase. This emerging idea of
considering the design phase of the capital equipment has also been investigated by Smets et al. (2012),
where they proposed a framework of ‘design for availability’ aiming to help manufacturers of capital
goods and their customers to cost-effectively produce and use capital goods that meet high system
availability requirements. By introducing the pre-life phase in the extended framework, we encourage
more attention and efforts in this area.
During the initial period, spare parts managers have two main choices to satisfy the needs for new
equipment maintenance: stock initial spare parts, or place an order when demand takes place.
Procurement of initial spare parts is common practice. The system approach can be used for initial
provisioning as well as follow-on spares support (Guide & Srivastava (1997) and Eren & Erol (2015)).
Since several contributions (Kennedy et al. (2002), Paterson et al. (2011), Bakker et al. (2012), Guide
& Srivastava (1997), Basten & Van Houtum (2014)) include a literature review of the system approach,
in this review there is no need to repeat this work.
In addition to the technical problems of initial provisioning, there are also some practical problems
that have been considered. For example, Schweitzer (1967) and Jaquette & Osaki (1972) developed
methods of initial provisioning considering spare parts deterioration; Burton & Jaquette (1973) and
Pérès & Grenouilleau (2002) considered the problem of spare parts optimization under a limited
procurement budget constraint; Walker (1996), Fortuin (1984), and Haneveld & Teunter (1997)
considered the problems of initial supply and ordering strategy jointly; Burton & Jaquette (1973),
Walker (1996), and Haneveld & Teunter (1997) studied the initial provisioning for insurance type spares
or expensive slow-moving parts. Although there is a lack of consumption data of spare parts when new
equipment is introduced, there is a lot of equipment design data, which can be used for initial
provisioning. Van Jaarsveld & Dekker (2011) proposed using the data gathered in reliability centred
maintenance (RCM) studies to determine shortage costs when determining how many spare parts to
stock. An approximative analytic method was developed to determine minimum stock quantities in the
case of redundancy and multiple systems.
Kader et al. (2015) proposed an aggregated optimal production and maintenance plan over a finite
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horizon, which minimizes the global cost including production costs, maintenance interventions and
spare parts costs and the carbon footprint. In order to minimize the carbon footprint, the possibility of
maintaining equipment with used spare parts was added, and it brought many advantages such as bulk
buying (without packaging), less cost, and less impact on the environment; and different mathematical
models were used so as to reduce carbon rejections during deliveries and storages (ecological order
quantity). This is one of the few papers to consider environmental objectives in spare parts optimization.
5.2 Optimization of replenishment quantities
After the initial provisioning phase in connection with procurement of new equipment, then spares
supply support goes into a normal operation phase. The main task of spares supply support in this phase
is to continuously replenish spare parts to fulfill maintenance needs based on the real consumption data
of spares. There are four standard stocking policies commonly used in spare parts management: i)
continuous review, with fixed reorder point (r) and fixed order quantity (Q), referred to as (Q, r); ii)
continuous review, with fixed re-order point (s) and order-up-to level (S), referred to as (s, S); iii)
periodic review, with fixed ordering interval (T) and order-up-to level (R), referred to as (T, R); and iv)
continuous review and order-up-to level (S) in a one-for-one replenishment mode, referred to as (S–1,
S).
Most research papers focus on stocking policies in order to supply production lines with material, and
stock control for distribution networks (Fortuin & Martin (1999)). Here we discuss another two critical
issues when making decisions on replenishment, namely: i) how to link replenishment to forecasting?
ii) how to replenish spare parts under some constraints? The first issue is central to spare parts
management but our review has found relatively few papers dedicated to the subject.
Inventory replenishment based on forecasting: For (r, Q) and (S–1, S) policies, once the parameters
r, Q, and S are determined, the replenishment issue (order quantity) is also determined. By contrast, for
the (s, S) and (T, R) policies, the order quantity depends on the ‘real-time’ forecasted demand over the
lead time and next review cycle. Different forecasting methods have been reviewed in Section 4.
However, most of the reviewed contributions concentrated on developing new forecasting methods and
evaluating forecast accuracy, and very few of them linked forecasting to stock control. Eaves &
Kingsman (2004) integrated demand pattern classification, demand forecasting, and forecasting
performance evaluation, and showed that the methodology presented could be extended to assist with
the setting of safety stock levels for operational purposes. Syntetos & Boylan (2006) examined the stock
control implications of alternative intermittent demand estimators in conjunction with a periodic order22

up-to level (T, R) model, and comparative results demonstrated the superior stock control performance
of the SBA method. Viswanathan & Zhou (2008) and Zhou & Viswanathan (2011) developed a new
bootstrapping method to calculate optimal order-up-to-levels based on the required cycle service level.
Teunter & Duncan (2009) carried out a comparative study to evaluate performance of different
forecasting methods focusing on an order-up-to policy in an inventory system with backordering. Based
on the study results, they suggested a modification to the determination of order-up-to levels by taking
into account that an order in a period is triggered by a demand in that period, and it was shown that the
modification significantly improves the performance of Croston’s, SBA and bootstrap methods.
Inventory replenishment considering some special cases: In order to reduce modeling complexity,
many inventory models have been developed under some simplifying assumptions. Nevertheless, some
authors have relaxed these assumptions to address real world complexities. We discuss four such
complex situations below highlighting, in particular, the modest literature on the important topic of
service targets at higher levels than the individual part.
i) Inventory replenishment considering finite repair capacity constraint. Most of the traditional
inventory control models are based on the assumption of ample repair capacity, which can
introduce a serious underestimation of the spare parts requirements in systems with high repair
facility utilization (Diaz & Fu (1997)). Several contributions (Costantino et al. (2013), Diaz &
Fu (1997), Sleptchenko et al. (2002, 2005), Lau & Song (2004, 2008)) carried out studies of how
finite repair capacity affects inventory systems, and developed models for multi-echelon
repairable item inventory systems with limited repair capacity to reduce stock investment. The
relevant studies showed that the proposed models in the case of limited repair capacity
significantly outperform traditional models, such as METRIC and VARI-METRIC. Different
from the above contributions, there are also several studies concerning problems of finite repair
capacity, which address the joint optimization of spare parts and repair capacity. Sleptchenko et
al. (2003) and Buyukkaramikli et al. (2015) developed models for joint optimization of inventory
levels and repair capacity. de Smidt-Destombes et al. (2004, 2006, 2007, 2009) conducted joint
optimization of the spare part stock level, the maintenance policy and the repair capacity for kout-of-N systems. Rappold & Van Roo (2009) proposed an approach to model and solve the joint
problem of facility location, inventory allocation and capacity investment. Jin et al. (2015)
proposed a game-theoretical approach to jointly optimise the maintenance, the spares inventory,
and the repair capacity.
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ii) Inventory replenishment considering time-varying demand. In a realistic product life cycle,
demand is increasing with time during the growth phase; after reaching its peak, the demand
becomes stable for a finite time period called the maturity phase; and then the demand starts
decreasing with time and eventually reaches zero (see, for example, Hariga (1996)). With respect
to this kind of time varying demand, demands for spare parts of new equipment increase very
rapidly while the demands for spares of the obsolete equipment decrease very rapidly with time.
There are many contributions, such as Khanra et al. (2011) (2013), Jin & Liao (2009) and Jin &
Tian (2012), which have developed order-level inventory models for this situation. Aside from
this factor, there are also some other special factors causing time-varying demand for spare parts:
Jung (1993) presented a methodology for a recoverable inventory system under reliability
improvement, which can result in time-varying demand; Lau et al. (2006) developed a model to
compute time-varying availability, caused by the variation of equipment utilization rate over time,
for repairable item inventory.
iii) Service targets at higher levels than the individual part. A number of authors have addressed the
problem of optimizing inventory levels when service is measured at a higher level than that of
the parts themselves. There are two principal applications that have been researched: i) inventory
systems designed to ensure that turn-round times are attained for a whole repair component
(which may require many parts; ii) the ‘repair kit’ of a set of parts which a repairman(woman) is
supplied to conduct a number of repair jobs. In both cases, the aim is to achieve better alignment
of inventory models with business objectives.
Kumar and Knezevic (1998) proposed a mathematical programming model to maximize the
availability of a component requiring a number of spares, subject to cost and weight constraints.
Sudiarso and Labib (2002) developed a rule-based fuzzy logic system to translate the frequency
of machine breakdown, and the number of similar parts required in each breakdown, to the part
arrival rate. Teunter (2006) examined the repair kit problem, motivated by a real-life setting of
repairs for photocopiers. He examined heuristics based on the ‘job fill rate’ and the ‘part fill rate’
(fraction of parts that are not missing for a job) and found that the Part Heuristic performed
almost as well as the more complex Job Heuristic. Bijvank et al. (2010) extended Teunter’s model
by introducing an exact formulation for the service level and introducing an algorithm including
the new service level formulation. Mirzahosseinian and Piplani (2011) modeled the interaction
among the base stock level at the warehouse, component reliability (Mean Time Between
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Failures), the efficiency of the repair facility (Mean Time To Replace) and the availability of the
entire set of systems. Van Jaarsveld et al. (2015) developed a model based on the requirements
of Fokker Services. In this model, targets are set at the level of components rather than at the
level of spare parts. Given the importance of the issue, these recent advances are welcome,
although the volume of research remains modest.
iv) Inventory replenishment considering environmental issues. As stated above, considering
environmental issues in spare parts optimization is an emerging research topic. The contributions
with respect to spare parts replenishment considering environmental factors, to the best of our
knowledge, are rare. Digiesi et al. (2015) extended the economic order quantity (EOQ) model by
considering a new cost function that includes both economic and environmental costs relating to
repair and replacement, including the environmental cost of the production of new parts and the
disposal of used parts. The new cost function made it possible to solve the single-product
replenishment problem of repairable spare parts under uncertain and stochastic demand,
providing solutions consistent with both economic and environmental goals. The improved EOQ
model took into account both the repair cost and the purchase cost of a new spare part if the failed
part cannot be repaired. The optimal means of transport and the corresponding sustainable EOQ
value, as well as the optimal repair policy, were identified.
5.3 End-of-life orders and reuse supply chain design
The end-of-life (EOL) phase is the final phase of the product life cycle and begins when the product
is taken out of production and ends when all service contracts have expired (Teunter & Fortuin (1998)).
The end-of-life inventory problem is also called the final buy problem, the all-time buy problem, and
spare parts procurement after end-of-production. In order to reduce end-of-life orders, researchers and
practitioners have considered recycling the obsolescent equipment as the source of spare parts. This
strategy can not only reduce end-of-life orders and make full use of the residual value of obsolescent
equipment to the extent, but also reduce environmental pollution. So, end-of-life orders and reuse supply
chain design should be jointly considered. In this section, the contributions concerning end-of-life orders
and reuse supply chain design in spare parts management are reviewed together.
Calculating final order size: To the best of our knowledge, Fortuin (1980) developed the first model
to calculate the final order size for given service levels. His model assumed exponentially decreasing
demand during the EOL and a Gaussian demand distribution. This was then extended by Fortuin (1981),
in which the minimum service level requirement is reduced to only the first few years of the post25

manufacture period. Teunter & Fortuin (1998, 1999) and Teunter & Haneveld (1998) developed costdriven approaches from sellers’ and buyers’ perspectives respectively to calculate the optimal final order
size. Van Kooten & Tan (2009) established the first model for calculating the final order size for
repairable spare parts considering a predefined service level and explicitly taking condemnation into
account.
End-of-life inventory control: The traditional mechanism of spare parts acquisition is to place a large
final order at the end of regular production of the parent product, causing major holding costs and a high
level of obsolescence risk (Inderfurth & Kleber (2013)). In addition to the final order quantity, flexible
inventory control policies should be considered when making decisions on end-of-life inventory. Teunter
& Haneveld (2002a, 2002b) proposed a new ordering policy consisting of an initial order-up-to level at
time zero, and a subsequent series of decreasing order-up-to levels for various intervals of the planning
horizon, and developed cost-driven methods to calculate the optimal policy for a single-echelon
inventory system and a two-echelon inventory system respectively. Pourakbar & Dekker (2012)
addressed the inventory control problem in the end-of-life phase by considering customer differentiation
for both demand criticality and service contracts, and showed that inventories should be optimally
controlled according to threshold levels that consider both remaining time to the end of the horizon and
the level of serviceable inventory. Later, Pourakbar et al. (2012) considered that there might be a point
in time at which the unit price of the product is lower than repair associated costs because the unit price
will decrease with time, and then proposed new policies to simultaneously find the optimal final order
quantity and the time to switch from the repair to an alternative replacement policy.
Reuse supply chain design: A range of recovery options, including refurbishing, remanufacturing,
and recycling, may allow companies to recapture part of the original value added or the value of
materials, thereby increasing their profits (Thierry et al. (1995) and Fleischmann et al. (2003)). This
provides another option for considering environmental problems in spare parts management, namely
combining spare parts management and reverse logistics. Several contributions (Fleischmann et al.
(2003), Inderfurth & Mukherjee (2008), Spengler & Schröter (2003), Schröter & Spengler (2005),
Krikke & Van Der Laan (2011), Kleber et al. (2012), Pourakbar et al. (2014) and Behfard et al. (2015))
explored the end-of-life inventory problem by taking into account product returns as a source of spare
parts. Fleischmann et al. (2003) pointed out that IBM was among the pioneers recognizing the benefits
of closed-loop supply chains that integrate product returns into business operations, and exploiting
product returns as a source of spare parts. Inderfurth & Mukherjee (2008) considered three procurement
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options for spare parts in post product life cycle, namely remanufacturing of used products and
components, a final lot at the end of the regular production cycle, and setting up extra production lots
until the end of service. Decision trees and stochastic dynamic programming were applied to determine
the optimal combination of these three options. Later, Inderfurth & Kleber (2013) developed a simple
order-up-to decision rule based on advanced heuristics for joint production and remanufacturing, which
was claimed to be very effective and practical. Spengler & Schröter (2003), Schröter & Spengler (2005),
Krikke & Van Der Laan (2011), Kleber et al. (2012), Pourakbar et al. (2014) and Behfard et al. (2015)
combined spare parts management and reverse logistics. The methods of spare parts inventory planning
in the final phase were developed by taking into account the recovered components from discarded
equipment, the repair of failed products, and the cannibalization of system phase-outs.
5.4 Remarks
There are different concerns for spare parts management in different stages of the equipment lifecycle
process. By taking into account the specific characteristics of spare parts demand for each phase of spare
parts control, it is easier to adopt different measures to achieve highly effective spare parts control. For
example, in the equipment procurement phase, there is a copious amount of system design data which
can be taken full advantage of when planning spare parts supply system for new equipment to improve
its availability and reduce investment on spares; in the normal phase, there are sufficient spare parts
consumption data to allow time-series forecasting methods to be adopted for spare parts control; while
remanufacturing of used products and components can be adopted in the end-of-life phase. There have
been some welcome developments in modeling the interaction between forecasting and inventory
replenishment. The nature of spare parts demand, which is often intermittent, has been taken into account,
providing workable models for practical implementation. The developments in optimization models at
levels higher than the individual part are also welcome, especially as some of these models have already
been implemented in commercial organizations.
The importance of environmental issues is being recognized more widely across many sectors of the
economy. More and more institutions are using green facilities and equipment to respond to the
regulations of carbon emissions and environmental protections. From the view of operations
management, reduction of carbon emissions can be achieved by means of optimizing operations of
production, transportation and inventory. In recent years, researchers have begun to model
environmental issues in general inventory control through introducing environmental constraints such
as an emission capacity constraint (Helmrich et al. (2015)); or employing multiple objectives, such as
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integrating sustainable development criteria into inventory models (Bouchery et al. (2012)). Compared
to general inventory control, environmental issues have been seldom addressed in the contributions of
spare parts control. Only two contributions (Digiesi et al. (2015) and Kader et al. (2015)) directly
included environmental problems in their proposed optimization models. However, several other
contributions (Fleischmann et al. (2003), Inderfurth & Mukherjee (2008), Spengler & Schröter (2003),
Schröter & Spengler (2005), Krikke & Van Der Laan (2011), Kleber et al. (2012), Pourakbar et al. (2014)
and Behfard et al. (2015)) ‘indirectly’ considered environmental protection problems in their
optimization models, which combined spare parts management and reverse logistics, such as
remanufacturing of used products and components, the repair of failed products, recovering components
from discarded equipment, and the cannibalization of system phase-outs. In the future, much more
emphasis should be placed on environmental problems in spare parts management.
6

Simulation
In the past few decades, simulation has been recognized as a very useful technique in the field of

operations management and modeling (Amoako-Gyampah & Meredith (1989), Pannirselvam et al.
(1999), and Jahangirian et al. (2010)). Early work tended to focus on queuing models for spares
management (eg Mani & Sarma (1984), Gross et al (1985)) but queuing models tend to become
intractable as the problem structure becomes more complex. Because of the advantages of simulation in
solving complex problems, it has been widely used in spare parts management. Based on the purpose of
simulation in spare parts management, we classify the related research into two groups, assessing
alternative designs and simulation of system parameters.
6.1 Simulation of alternative designs
In order to ensure that the designed inventory system is the most appropriate one, practitioners always
need to further evaluate potential designs before implementation, giving them confidence in putting any
change into practice. This is essential in cases where it is very costly to make subsequent changes at
later phases within the process life cycle, such as in the aircraft industry. Simulation is a very powerful
tool to assess alternative designs. Even if simulation gives analysts negative assessment results, they can
use simulation to further analyze the weakness of the given inventory system, and then improve it.
System dynamics is an established method of solving dynamic, complex, and ill-structured decision
problems (Sterman (2000)). Spengler & Schröter (2003) used system dynamics to model an integrated
production and recovery system for supplying spare parts to evaluate possible strategies for meeting
spare parts demand for electronic equipment in the end-of-life service period. Schröter & Spengler (2005)
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developed a system dynamics model to test various policies (such as when to stop sending recoverable
parts to materials recycling, when to acquire units of equipment with recoverable parts and when to
begin to redesign a spare part) to control closed-loop supply chains with parts recovery and spare-parts
supply. Kumar & Vrat (1994) synthesized physical system theory and system dynamics to model and
study the dynamics of multi-echelon, multi-indentured repair inventory systems. Tian & Zhao (2009)
applied system dynamics theory to analyze the supply of flow of spares parts and to optimize a support
strategy for ‘high efficiency and low cost’. Song & Yang (2015) used system dynamics to analyze the
warship support problem under two types of strategies, namely lateral transshipment supply and
cannibalization. It was shown that combining the lateral supply and cannibalization strategies can reduce
the inventory of warships carrying spare parts.
Compared to system dynamics, discrete event simulation and Monte Carlo simulation have more
applications in stocking policy modeling. Duffuaa et al. (2001) developed a generic conceptual
simulation model for maintenance systems, which can be used to study manpower requirements, spare
parts provisioning and the impact of various priorities adopted by maintenance management. The model
can evaluate the need for contract maintenance and the impact of spare parts availability on various
measures of performance. Pall (2008) proposed a discrete-event simulation model to evaluate aircraft
availability at any given time during a simulation run, assuming an ideal sparing situation, and showed
that the fleet’s availability cannot be solved simply by addressing the logistical problem of the spares.
Rossetti & Thomas (2006) presented a standardized, object-oriented, data-driven, simulation framework
for evaluating a multi-echelon multi-indenture spare parts supply chain network. Persson & Saccani
(2007, 2009) developed a model using discrete event simulation to evaluate spare parts inventory and
distribution systems and to analyze the spare parts classification criteria, which led to the definition of
inventory policy. Zhao et al. (2015) presented a simulation framework to evaluate spares supportability,
considering the complex conditions including product multi-failure modes, preventive maintenance,
non-exponential distributions of spares demand, multi-echelon inventory system and lateral
transshipments.
6.2 Simulation of system parameters
Analytic models are sometimes preferred in practice because they are easy to use, whereas developing
simulation models is time-consuming and costly. Nevertheless, developing analytic models for complex
situations require assumptions to simplify the modeling. This sometimes makes the models
unrepresentative of the real world, affecting their application. In this case, developing simulation models
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may be preferred.
Simulation of inventory policies: If the joint optimization of maintenance and spare parts is very
complicated, then simulation modeling may be of value. Kabir & Farrash (1996) developed simulation
models to jointly optimize age-based preventive maintenance and a continuous review inventory policy
(s, S). Sarker & Haque (2000) developed a simulation model for a system operating with block
replacement and a continuous review inventory policy (s, S). Wang et al. (2009) developed a Monte
Carlo simulation model for the operation of an inventory system under condition-based replacement and
spare provisioning policy (T, S, s, Lp), where T is the inspection interval, S is the maximum stock level,
s is the reorder level, and Lp is the preventive replacement threshold for the deterioration levels of units.
Different from these research papers, Tiacci & Saetta (2011) examined lateral shipments to reduce the
mean supply delay of a non-repairable item by means of developing a simulation model of a two echelon
supply network. Van Jaarsveld & Scheller-Wolf (2015) developed an algorithm and used simulation to
optimize base-stock levels within the class of independent base-stock replenishment policies, for Firstcome-first-serve (FCFS) systems consisting of hundreds of components. It was also applied on spare
parts optimization tasks for a real repair shop owned by Fokker Services (Van Jaarsveld et al. 2015).
Through developing simulation models, it makes it easy to solve complicated inventory problems
under complex maintenance strategies (such as condition based maintenance) and advanced inventory
policies (such as lateral shipment).
Simulation of stock size: A drawback of the VARI-METRIC models developed so far is the fact that
they are static in nature, i.e. they assume stationary stochastic failure, no condemnation (items can
always be repaired), and system structure which never changes. Unfortunately, such assumptions are
seldom realistic (Rustenburg et al. (2001)). In recent years, simulation optimization has received
considerable attention from both simulation researchers and practitioners. Because of the complex
situations commonly encountered in spare parts management, simulation optimization is a very
promising method to cope with such critical issues as spare parts allocation. Marseguerra et al. (2005)
proposed an approach to the multi-objective Pareto optimization of spare parts allocation based on a
combination of genetic algorithms and Monte Carlo simulation. The modeling of the system failure,
repair and replacement stochastic processes was done by means of Monte Carlo simulation. Dubi (2006)
integrated a Monte Carlo method and marginal analysis to optimize spare parts in complex realistic
scenarios. Lee et al. (2008) developed a multi-objective simulation optimization framework, which
integrates simulation, a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm and a multi-objective computing budget
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allocation method, for the aircraft spare parts allocation problem to provide a non-dominated Pareto set
of solutions to the decision makers. Therefore, although a simulation method cannot be directly used to
optimize a system by itself, it has been coupled with optimization algorithms to solve optimization
problems.
6.3 Remarks
From the above review, we can see that simulation has been widely used for optimization, evaluation,
and testing in the research of spare parts management. In most cases, the problems addressed are
complex situations in spare parts management, such as multi-echelon, multi-indenture spares
optimization under not-constant failure rate distributions, lateral transshipment supply, and product
multi-failure modes. Especially for those systems with time-varying usage rates, spare parts
management is a challenging task for practitioners without an effective simulation tool. Therefore, with
a growing need to address the complexities of spare parts supply systems, it is becoming increasingly
difficult to develop analytic models to solve such problems, and simulation is a powerful technique of
solving complex problems in spare parts management.
Many research papers reviewed in previous sections used simulation to validate their proposed
analytic models. For instance, simulation has been used to validate the models of spare parts
classification proposed by Syntetos et al. (2005), Syntetos et al. (2012), and Bacchetti et al. (2013);
verify the demand forecast models proposed by Syntetos & Boylan (2001) and Wang & Syntetos (2011);
and verify the stock optimization methods developed by Van Jaarsveld & Dekker (2011), Rappold &
Van Roo (2009), and Jin & Liao (2009). Therefore, simulation can be used to test how well the analytic
models work. If analytic models are verified to be effective in solving problems through simulation
based on real-world data, then practitioners may use them with confidence, removing the need for
repeated use of simulation models. In situations where companies are initially unwilling to disclose data,
simulations may be conducted using synthetic data first. Ayiomamitou (2016) gives an example of this
in the third party logistics sector. When confidence had been gained in the potential benefit of a new
inventory dispositioning model, the company was more willing to make their data available for more
rigorous model testing, eventually leading to full model implementation.
So, simulation is continuing to be an important and effective enabling technology to validate the
analytical models and methods proposed by many researchers. Other research papers synthetically used
simulation and analytic methods to solve the problem of multi-objective spare parts optimization.
Nevertheless, the relevant research concerning this topic, to the best of our knowledge, is rare. More
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research work on the topic of spare parts simulation optimization should be conducted in order to
investigate how complex situations affect spares stock.
7

Applications of the Theory
From the previous sections, we can see that there have been major advances in addressing the problem

of spare parts management, and we can also appreciate some specific applications in certain fields
through case studies. In a recent review of system-oriented models for spare parts, Basten & Van Houtum
(2014) provide an overview of models which have been implemented in software tools (e.g. VARIMETRIC, MOD-METRIC, OPUS10, Optimizer, and GPS). While such successful model
implementations are welcome, it must be acknowledged that many models have not been implemented
in commercial software. In this section of the paper, we shall take a different perspective from Basten
& Van Houtum (2014), identifying some of the major challenges that still need to be addressed for
models to be implement in software in a coherent way, reflecting our earlier discussions.
In many organizations, commercial software is supplemented by in-house developments. Our
collective experience is that simple software or EXCEL tools are often developed by company
employees. For these tools to be beneficial, developers need to have a good appreciation of the models
available, and of their relative advantages and disadvantages. This appreciation may be facilitated by
university and college courses including recent developments in OR models and by the encouragement
of model evaluation skills. Such evaluation skills may be included by company-based projects where
students learn about the practicalities, as well as the theory, of successful model implementation. In a
fast-moving field, it is also important that training courses are available for employees to update their
knowledge. For these courses to be useful, they need to be pitched at the right level and to cover such
issues as data requirements, data cleaning, parameter estimation and monitoring of results.
Returning to commercial software, the size of this market is difficult to assess due to lack of
information in the literature. In 2005, the total market size of service parts management was estimated
at $100 million by Aberdeen Research. Since that time, our understanding is that companies have
increased investments in spare parts management software applications, especially when embedded in
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) packages. In the past few decades, many software packages have
been developed to enhance the practice of spare parts management, and have achieved great success in
some fields of industry as well as in the military. Nevertheless, some major problems remain.
Firstly, there is a lack of an integrated platform of spare parts management decision-making. An
integrated platform here means: i) having multi-functions, including spare parts classification, demand
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forecasting, inventory optimization, and supply chain system simulation; ii) being designed for multiphase use in the product lifecycle process. Unfortunately, many software packages were designed
without considering the needs of spare parts management from a product lifecycle process perspective.
Although each functional software package may have its own characteristics and superiorities in solving
specific problems, it is obvious that an overall solution is needed in spare parts management. Some
important functions, such as classification of spare parts demand patterns, joint optimization of
maintenance and stocking policies, and end-of-life inventory decision-making are absent from most
commercial software packages. In addition, many software packages are excessively self-contained. In
most cases, it is very hard to exchange data with each other, and even harder to exchange data with other
professional software, such as reliability, maintainability & supportability (RMS) related software, and
maintenance planning & scheduling software, which can provide valuable information for spare parts
management.
Secondly, many software packages for spare parts management decision-making run without making
full use of the data from maintenance management information systems (MMIS), sometimes also called
computerized maintenance management systems (CMMS). Moreover, such software packages tend to
be used internally within the organization and there is no established business model in terms of feeding
back such captured data about equipment failures to the designer or vendor of the equipment, which
could have been helpful for design improvement decisions; see Labib (1998, 2003) for criticism of
CMMSs. Jardine et al (2006) also commented that advanced maintenance technologies have not been
well implemented in industry.
As mentioned above, Wang (2011) pointed out that spare parts provision and planned maintenance
are two related logistics activities where maintenance generates the need for spare parts. In order to
determine suitable spare part inventory levels, one must know about maintenance schedules and parts
forecasting that feed into the material requirements planning (MRP) system (Ghobbar & Friend (2003)).
Nevertheless, spare parts are often managed through an inventory management system that relies on
past spare part demands regardless of the maintenance process (Ghobbar & Friend (2003), Wang (2011),
Marseguerra et al. (2005), and Foote (1995)). However there are some packages that take this into
account. For example, the team at the C-MORE Lab at the University of Toronto developed spare parts
software called Spares Management Software (SMS) for spare parts optimization, where it calculates
the recommended minimum number of spare parts in stock for the required reliability and given planning
horizon (C-MORE, 2013; Ghodrati et al. 2012; and Jardine and Tsang, 2013). So, the SMS provides an
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analytical solution to the spare parts problem when there is no shelf-life effect, and can optimise for
various factors (repairable vs. non-repairable, planning horizons, interval reliability levels etc.). SMS,
however, does not have the capacity to account for degradation of spare parts on the shelf (Montgomery
et al, 2014). This problem has stimulated some research. For example, Romeijnders et al. (2012),
reviewed earlier, developed a two-step method of forecasting spare parts demand using component
repairs information, and showed the superiority of using maintenance information in forecasting spare
parts demand. More importantly, it is widely accepted that one of the potential benefits of conditionbased maintenance (CBM) is the expected decrease in inventory as the procurement of parts can be
triggered by the identification of a potential failure (Louit et al. (2011)). With the rapid progress of
microelectronics and fault diagnosis, more and more embedded monitoring systems are used to
continuously monitor the status of machinery and manufacturing devices, which allows users to identify
degradation trends of the monitoring object, and then conduct failure prediction and CBM. Regarding
this matter, Frazzon et al. (2014) took advantage of technical condition information from intelligent
maintenance systems to improve operational planning of spare parts supply chains. Therefore, how to
make full use of maintenance management information, especially CBM information, and interface
design with MMIS in use need to be considered in the development of new generation software packages
of spare parts management decision-making.
Last but not least, most software packages are still using traditional forecasting and inventory
management techniques. More recently developed methods, especially those that have been empirically
validated, need to be introduced into software packages. Regarding classification, for example, methods
such as the Dominance-Based Rough Set Approach (DRSA) have the potential to be embedded in
software applications. From a forecasting perspective, exponential smoothing and Croston’s method are
commonly employed, neglecting the methods reviewed in Section 4 of this paper. Moreover, the most
basic inventory theory and models (such as EOQ, ROP, ABC-analysis, MRP) have been widely applied,
in practice, but there is relatively little evidence of the use of more sophisticated applications (Huiskonen
(2001)). In the past decades, a large number of new models and techniques for different complex
situations of spare parts management have been developed, many of which have not been implemented
in commercial software.
Boylan and Syntetos (2016) suggested that there are three reasons for slow uptake of new models.
Firstly, there is a knowledge gap. Practitioners do not always know what to ask for, especially if they
have little knowledge of recent modeling developments. Secondly, there is a research gap. There are
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areas of importance to practitioners which are either neglected by researchers or have been inadequately
researched from an empirical perspective. This means that software providers do not always have at
their disposal methods that are known to perform well in a real-world setting. Thirdly, there is an
implementation gap. Even when models have been empirically tested and found to be robust, software
providers are often slow to incorporate these developments in their software. To bridge these gaps, closer
collaboration is needed between researchers, practitioners and software providers. This collaboration
may take a number of forms. Academics should include recent OR model developments in their teaching
and training of students and practitioners, and to develop skills of model evaluation.

Practitioners

should be willing to make real-world data available to academics, thereby enabling new models to be
tested and improved. Software companies should consider working collaboratively with researchers to
move commercial software forward and make it more up-to-date.
8

Conclusions
The research scope of spare parts management is very wide. In this paper, we have provided a

systematic review of OR in spare parts management. From a product lifecycle process perspective, we
presented a new framework for OR in spare parts management, which is based on the classification of
OR disciplines for supporting spare parts management. Then, 222 contributions have been
systematically reviewed and organized according to the categories of spare parts classification, demand
forecasting, optimization, and supply chain system simulation. Specific issues have been identified for
each of these categories, which will not be repeated here. Instead, we revisit the framework, presented
in Figure 1, and extend it to highlight important areas that would provide scope for further research. The
key changes are in Layer I with new objectives and in Layer II with a Pre-life phase. Detailed discussions
are as follows.
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Figure.2 Extended framework for OR in spare parts management

The highest level of the framework has an altered objective i) and an additional objective iii) minimize
environmental costs.
By changing objective i) we recognize that it is important to note that the availability of spares is not
the ultimate aim but an intermediate objective to support the minimization of downtime. For example,
the availability of spare parts may be perceived to be high (9 out of the 10 items available needed to
repair the equipment), while in the end the service is low (the equipment cannot be repaired because of
the absence of the tenth item).
The ultimate goal of downtime minimization has been investigated in a stream of papers including
Sudiarso and Labib (2002), Mirzahosseinian & Piplani (2011), Van Jaarsveld et al. (2015), and Sun et
al. (2016). Also, work by Teunter (2006) and Sun et al. (2016) investigated repair kits, finding the
optimal set of parts in the kit of a repairman, where this determination is based on the trade-off between
holding cost and service.
To achieve this objective may require joint optimization of maintenance and spare parts planning. The
literature on this topic is limited, from our review only the following contributions investigated this: Van
Horenbeek et al. (2013) (Section 5), the simulation optimization papers (Section 6.2) and software
developed by the C-MORE lab (Section 7). Interested readers may also wish to refer to Alrabghi and
Tiwari (2015), a recent literature review on the state of art in simulation-based optimization in
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maintenance, in which the authors included contributions that deal with joint optimization of
maintenance and spare parts. This is an emerging area and more research is needed in order to challenge
the unrealistic assumption that maintenance resources such as spare parts are always readily available.
This review has shown that the OR literature has been dominated by the first two objectives, with
only a minority of papers considering environmental objectives. Yet it is not only economic
considerations that are important as many people, companies and governments are concerned about
environmental sustainability (Dekker et al. (2012)). In the academic literature, some studies have shown
the impact of sustainability in supply chain management where the interactions between economic and
environmental goals must be resolved (e.g. Digiesi et al. (2015)). Therefore, in understanding the
literature on OR in spare parts management, it is important to clarify the scope of economic and
environmental impacts that are modeled. The conscious decision to include environmental costs as one
of the objectives is a response to practical efforts in industry as well as a call for more research. There
is evidence from major research funding initiatives, such as the European Union Horizon 2020 program,
of greater recognition of the need for research on environmental issues in maintenance. By considering
it alongside the other two objectives, it can make a significant impact in the long run to help
organizations to reduce overall costs and maintain sustainable availability of resources. However,
environmental issues remain under-researched, and merit further investigation.
The next level of the framework identifies a pre-life phase (phase 0) as a precursor to the three phases
in the original framework: i) initial procurement, ii) normal operation and iii) end-of-life (final phase).
The OR literature has focused mainly on the normal operation phase, as it is the one which is most
amenable to mathematical analysis. Nevertheless, some promising approaches have been identified to
address the initial and final phases of the product lifecycle. In the initial phase, several inventory models
have been proposed, some of which incorporate reliability-based forecasting. Judgmental forecasting
methods are often used for initial procurement but there have been few research contributions in this
area. In the end-of-life phase, a range of models have been developed that implicitly address the
environmental risk of obsolescence but rarely do so explicitly, as part of the objective function. This
relates back to the wider point of the need for more environmentally-based models.
The addition of the pre-life phase extends the product life cycle model and shows that a good spare
parts strategy may already start when designing the capital equipment. This emerging research idea has
been investigated by Öner et al. (2010) and Smets (2012), reviewed in Section 5.1. Also, the
incorporation of design costs of a component can be derived by analysing data of previous versions of
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the component or data of a similar component. In general, design costs can be assumed to be an
increasing convex function of the reliability level (Mettas and Kallenberg (2000)). Smets et al. (2012)
also performed a life cycle cost (LCC) analysis, which included four main categories: design and
development costs, production and assembly costs, operation, service and maintenance costs, and
removal and disposal costs. The authors commented that the relationship between LCC and system
availability is rather complex as changes in system availability can increase certain LCC components
whilst lowering others. LCC analysis is inherently a forecasting exercise. To date, little attention has
been paid to this issue from a forecasting perspective but there is certainly scope to do so.
The third level of the framework relates to the four OR disciplines discussed in this paper. Detailed
conclusions have been given in previous remarks. A commonly occurring theme has been the lack of
empirical testing of OR models for spare parts management. Exceptions have been noted, but many
papers have relied on illustrative examples or simulation studies. Whilst such studies are valuable, it is
also necessary to test new models on real data to examine how the models behave when some of their
underlying assumptions may be violated.
Finally, software applications were not included in the framework, as they relate to all phases and
disciplines. However, a review of software reveals a significant lag behind developments in theory. This
is particularly troubling when significant empirical evidence has been found to support a new approach.
It is to be hoped that this lag will diminish over time. To do so, closer partnerships are needed between
researchers, software developers and users. In this way, research may become more relevant to practice,
and practical software developments may not only reflect users’ stated needs, but also the best practice
identified by high quality research.
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Appendix A: Classification approaches applied to MCIC
Reference

The proposed approach

Reference

The proposed approach

Guvenir& Erel (1998)

Genetic algorithm

Chen(2011)

Flores& Whybark (1986, 1987)

Bi-criteria matrix

Hadi-Vencheh & Mohamadghasemi (2011) Fuzzy AHP-DEA

Flores et al. (1992), Partovi & Burton (1993)

AHP proposed by Saaty (1980)

Yu(2011)

Artificial neural network (ANN)

Partovi & Anandarajan (2002)

Multilayer perceptions

Chen(2012)

Two virtual items and TOPSIS idea

Ramanathan (2006)

Weighted linear optimization

Torabi et al. (2012)

Modified model to Hadi-Vencheh (2010)

Bhattacharya et al. (2007)

TOPSIS

Aydin Keskin & Ozkan (2013)

Fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering

Zhou& Fan (2007)

Extended version of Ramanathan (2006)

Mohammaditabar et al. (2012)

Simulated annealing

Ng (2007)

Modified weight linear optimization

Kabir& Akhtar Hasin (2013)

Fuzzy AHP and ANN

Fuzzy AHP

Hatefi et al. (2014)

Modified linear optimisation

Chen et al. (2008a)

Case-based distance model

Lolli et al. (2014)

AHP-K and AHP-K-Veto

Chen et al. (2008b), Hu et al. (2017)

Dominance-based rough set approach

Park et al. (2014)

Cross-evaluation based weighted linear optimization

Chu et al. (2008)

Fuzzy classification

Soylu & Akyol (2014)

UTADIS

Jamshidi & Jain (2008)

Exponential smoothing weight

Liu et al. (2016)

Clustering analysis and simulated annealing algorithm

Hadi-Vencheh (2010)

Extended version of Ng (2007)

Ladhari et al. (2016)

A hybrid model of Zhou & Fan (2007) and Ng (2007)

Rezaei & Dowlatshahi (2010)

Fuzzy Logic

Cakir& Canbolat (2008), ÇEbi et al. (2010), Kabir
& Hasin (2012)
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